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INTRODUCTION 

System history 
GGSSA established a safety monitoring system for members six years ago. For the last three years 
detailed incident descriptions have been included in the collection. This year twelve members 
provided complete data to the system. Members’ incident reports are released on the GGSSA 
website in a deidentified form on a rolling basis as they are reported. Exposure hours differentiated 
into mobilisation hours and surveying hours are collected annually. 

Coverage 
Period covered 
This report covers the period July 1st, 2018 to June 30th, 2019. Comparisons are made with the two 
previous financial years where data are available. 

Members reporting 
The twelve members reporting, cover a wide international spectrum, but the great majority of 
members are based in Australia although some do surveys in other countries. 

 Australia 8 
 Canada 1 
 Europe 1 
 South America  2 

In this report members are identified by a four-digit code. This protects their anonymity while 
allowing each company to assess its own results. 

Types of exposure 
It has been shown that different types of incidents occur in the two phases of work. Mobilisation in 
preparation to survey shows incidents related to loading and transporting equipment. Surveying 
incidents involves survey equipment, manual handling and managing rough terrain and exposure to 
heat and cold as the more common incident types. 

 

The mix of mobilisation and surveying exposure differs from country to country depending on 
whether members have established bases close to the surveying sites. 

 

Types of Incident  
Incidents include four types of event.  

 Identified risk 
 Near Miss 
 Event causing damage or harm 
 Event causing personal injury 
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THIS YEAR JUL2018-JUN 2019 
 

Exposure 
 

 

 

 Note: Data from one company has been excluded because its exposure hours are different enough to 
permit identification. 

 

There were 485,547 hours of exposure this year. The chart shows how companies had very different 
exposures. The largest company completed 120,281 hours and the smallest 722 hours Total 
workload varied greatly and the ratio of surveying hours to mobilisation hours varied from a low of 
3.2 to a high of 15.5, demonstrating very different patterns of exposure. 

 

Incidents 
Frequency of incidents 2018-2019 
 

Incident occurrence varies according to the time of year. It should be remembered that incidents are 
reported from both northern and southern hemispheres and thus the numbers reported as 
impacted by opposite patterns of seasonal variance. Quarter 1 aligns with the northern hemisphere 
winter and the southern hemisphere summer 

  Number of incidents 
Mobilisation 15 
Surveying 52 
Grand Total 67 
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Severity 
There is a number of ways of assessing severity in this data set. These are documented below. 

Types of incident 
Occurrence of damage or harm and injury to persons represent more severe incidents. Some 
incidents included both damage and personal injury.  

 

Note more than one incident type may be reported for each incident  

Mobilisation
22%

Surveying
78%

Number of incidents

Mobilisation Surveying

N of incidents
 Identified

risk incidents
 Near miss
incidents

 Occurrence
of damage or

harm
incidents

 Injury to
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persons

incidents

Mobilisation 15 2 7 6 2

Surveying 52 12 24 8 22
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Types of injury 
 

Body parts injured 
 
    

Values Mobilisation Surveying 
Grand 
Total 

Company identifier 15 52 67 
Head injury    
Neck injury 1  1 
Trunk injury 2 3 5 
Upper limb injury 1 2 3 
Lower limb injury  7 7 

 

Nature of injury 
Number of incidents Mobilisation Surveying Grand 

Total 
Incidents 15 52 67 
Fracture 

 
2 2 

Sprain or strain 
 

6 6 
Laceration 

 
3 3 

Bruising 3 2 5 
Crushing 

 
1 1 

Burn 
   

Poisoning 
 

2 2 
Electric shock 

   

Dehydration injury 
 

2 2 
Mental stress 

   

Count of Other injury 
 

7 7 
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Types of treatment 
Twenty-six persons were injured. One did not require treatment and the rest were treated by first 
aid or by a primary care service. None were admitted to hospital. 

Rates of injury were similar for mobilisation and surveying phases. 

Number of cases Mobilisation Surveying Total 
No Treatment 

 
1 1 

First aid 
 

10 10 
Doctor or emergency department outpatient treatment 3 14 17 

Admission to hospital>24hours 
   

Other treatment 
 

2 2     

Rates per 100,000 hours    
No Treatment 0.0 0.2 0.2 
First aid 0.0 2.4 2.1 
Doctor or emergency department outpatient treatment 4.9 3.3 3.5 
Admission to hospital>24hours 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Other treatment 0.0 0.5 0.4 

 

Lost time 
Two and a half times as many person hours were lost during surveying than during mobilisation. 
When rate data are calculated however, mobilisation shows a rate more than double that of 
surveying. This can be explained by much higher hours devoted to surveying offset by the difficulty 
of access to treatment services during mobilisation  
 

Mobilisation Surveying Total 
Lost person hours 150 417 567 
Rate per 100,000 hours 244.2 98.3 116.8 

Disability and death 
There have been no reports of permanent disability or death this year. 

 

Contributing factors 
Key factors that influence risk are the environment and the management of work in that 
environment. The system identifies environmental contributors in a number of ways 

 Physical factors that influence the risk of injury and contribute to the nature of injury 
 Human factors related to management and employee behaviour 

The table following, lists the most commonly occurring factors reported at least five times during 
the year in the case of physical factors and three times for human and management factors 
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Factors involved in incidents 
 

        
  Mobilisation Surveying Total     

Contributing environmental factors 
   

 Mechanical failure 4 10 14 
 Exposure to natural elements 

 
22 22 

 Motor vehicle or road surface 4 9 13 
 Chemicals 

   

 Lifting equipment 
 

2 2 
 High voltage equipment 

 
3 3 

 Laser equipment 
   

 Other Contributing factors 6 12 18 
    
Mechanism factors 

   

 Fall on level <1m 1 9 10 
 Fall from height>1m 

 
2 2 

 Hitting object with body 2 8 10 
 Being hit by object 

 
2 2 

 Mechanical cutting crushing puncturing 
 

5 5 
 Vehicle loss of control 4 9 13 
 Exposure to heat or hot object 1 5 6 
 Natural radiation e.g. sunburn) 

   

 Non-ionising radiation 
   

 Ionising radiation 
   

 Fire or flame 
 

1 1 
 Dehydration 

 
1 1 

 Electrical shock 
 

3 3 
 Chemical poisoning 

   

 Envenomation 
   

 Other Mechanism of injury 3 9 12 
    
Human factors 

   

 Failure to adhere to SOP 4 11 15 
 Procedural deficiency 

 
3 3 

 Misjudgement of risk 4 25 29 
 Strength exceeded 

   

 Fatigue 1 5 6 
 Loss of control of vehicle 3 9 12 
 Other-Human system factors 3 3 6 
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Poor perception of risk is nominated as the most common human factor and this coincides with 
failure to adhere to SOPs . Procedural deficiencies were seen as rare. 

A detailed description of cases, where a failure to conform with guidelines occurred, gives a picture 
of the safety culture in this industry 

 

Failure to adhere to SOP incidents 
Incident description 

 12 volt battery overheated and expanded after being on charge overnight. It is uncertain what 
factors contributed to the incident since alligator clips from battery charger were connected 
to the right terminals on the battery, and both the charger and the battery were kept in an 
open space, though according to information from crew members; during previous stint 
multiple situations occurred where crew members connected alligator clips to wrong 
terminals for various time intervals. Such error might have caused enough damage to the 
battery that it can no longer tolerate being recharged. Other possible causes could be due to 
batteries bouncing around too much during off road driving on dirt roads. 

 Minor loss of control of steering whilst turning a corner as a result of inaccurate data being 
recorded on daily pre-start regarding tyre conditions. It was identified that front right tyre 
was 47psi, front left tyre was 32psi, rear right tyre was 57psi and rear left tyre was 37psi. 

 Despite being secured, objects came loose and fell out of vehicle whilst travelling at speed 
limit 100kmph on Stuart Highway towards Pt. Augusta. 

 Tow bar pin came off causing the connected trailer to partially detach. This was noted 
immediately so vehicle was stopped, and a spare pin was secured in place. Pin has possibly 
come lose while driving through bushes during MT installation. 

 Whilst recharging a battery the charger was incorrectly set at 24V instead of the required 12V 
as a result the battery overheated. 

 Fell off ATV in car park due to turning too fast and sharply landed on shoulder badly. 
Superficial damage to ATV. Happened after hours. Crew member taken to hospital for check 
up. 

 Chevy truck vehicle seized up on road and slid to a stop on roadside. Possible damage 
sustained by vehicle on previous day’s drive to base. 

 Crew was conducting IP survey. Field assistant was performing the task of installing the 
transmitter electrodes. FA confirmed he was standing clear 2 times as per procedure (double 
confirmation). Electricity was applied to the electrode. Current/signal was too low to record 
accurate data. Receiver operator called for power to be turned off and asked for an additional 
electrode to be installed minimum of 5 meters from the original. 
FA commenced installation of new electrode 6 meters away. The RO has asked for the power 
to be turned on to the primary electrode while FA was installing secondary electrode. FA 
confirmed he was standing clear 2 times as per procedure (double confirmation) and power 
was subsequently turned on. RO requested to be informed “when the electrode had been 
completed.” 
 FA has attempted connection of the new electrode to the live wire and received a shock.  
The FA informed all over radio that he had received a minor shock. All work ceased for 
incident reporting and investigation. FA taken to hospital for examination. Medical staff 
cleared FA of any major injury. Fit to continue work as normal. 

 Dry fern branch made contact to right eye while walking through uncut thick brush. Safety 
glasses were lost on the previous day. 
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 Two of our field helpers came to work with alcohol in their system. The breathalyser from the 
mine detected this and they were not permitted to work and have been removed from the 
field crew team. 

 A worker was trying to recover a 50-meter survey cable run stretching down a steep slope. 
The worker loses footing and increases speed, losing overall control, falling on the road. 

 Two workers were crossing a smaller pond which they thought was safe when one went 
through the ice. The crew chief was notified that everyone was alright, and the worker 
returned to camp and changed his work clothes. All workers were notified in the field and 
warned to be aware of the deteriorating ice conditions. The worker returned to the field to 
complete the task. 

 Worker was pulling wire on snowmobile over rough terrain. Snowmobile bogged down, and 
worker attempted to assist snowmobile by pushing with one leg. Their foot got caught in the 
track assembly. Work was halted and first aid administered. 

 Crew got lost heading to another camp to collect a trailer and vehicle started overheating. 
They contacted team leader some 80km after missing the turn. Crew leader then directed 
them back to access road. Drinking water was used at this stage to fill the radiator. Due to 
late hour a Telfer Emergency Team was contacted to recover both personnel. Vehicle was 
collected and towed following day by crew leader and crew into Marble Bar. One day’s lost 
time for all crew. 

 The operator required the generator at the drill to be powered on for electricity, so they 
asked the drillers to power on the generator. Unknown to the drillers and operator, the pump 
for the water tank was plugged in and the hose was sticking out of the water, upwards. As 
soon as the powered was on, water began shooting up inside the rig. There was the potential 
for the operator to get wet at the very start of their overnight shift and the potential for 
electrical hazards should the power bars have gotten wet. Luckily, nothing electrical got wet 
and neither did the operator. 

 

Procedural deficiency 
Incident description 

 During a DHEM underground survey a probe became snagged within the hole which made the 
winch pull sideways causing some damage to the winch casing. 

 The crew was unloading a spool from the winder to avoid lifting the two together which may 
cause heavy lifting injury - One crew member held the winder while the other pulled the 
spool off of the axle. - Spool got caught on the end of the axle - Worker tried to lift and rotate 
spool off of the axle from a grounded position - Spool came off the axle while still rotating - 
Workers hand rotated under falling spool and was pinched by the edge of the spool - Worker 
reacted - pulling hand away from spool (they were not pinned under the spool) and removed 
glove to see injury. 

 Employee was moving loop wire across a lake with a snowmobile. That week, weather was 
very cold in the -30 to -40 Celsius range. Employee was wearing proper PPE of a snowmobile 
helmet with a thin balaclava underneath. Although the employee did not notice any 
discomfort at the time or at the end of the day, two days later they noticed their skin peeling 
due to wind burn in locations that corresponded to vents on the helmet. 

 

All of the cases where a possible need for improved SOPs was identified related to survey line 
handling. A combination of rough terrain and the nature of the line handling task meant that 
workers made unwise choices. This raises a common theme for this industry. Environments 
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continuously vary and SOPs need to be re interpreted. The art of SOP preparation is therefore more 
difficult than in standard industrial environments where there is much higher control over 
environment design. Great care needs to be continuously taken to communicate with workers 
about equipment design for the varied working conditions. 

 

Litmus case clusters and opportunities for intervention 
Litmus cases may be a single incident or a cluster of incidents that prompt the need for further 
investigation or provide information about a specific risk and possibility for prevention’ 

Lightweight multi-terrain vehicles 
Incident description 

 The trailer broke up while driving. The shaft between car and trailer fell down. Speed 60 
km/h. ATV was inside of the trailer. Nothing else happened. 

 The worker crashed with the chain which was laying over the cottage road while he was 
driving the ATV. The chain hit the worker to the hands and the chest. The worker also hit 
his back with ATV’s back rest at the same time. The visor of the helmet broke down.  
The chain was between two metal stakes, about 0.5 meter above the ground. ATV speed 
was 30-40 km/h. Weather was sunny and temperature was about 10 degrees below zero. 
The worker didn't notice the chain. The worker was driving to the TEM working site. No 
very bad injuries- pain in hands and back. The doctor gave a one week sick.  

 Fell off ATV in car park due to turning too fast and sharply landed on shoulder badly. 
Superficial damage to ATV. Happened after hours. Crew member taken to hospital for 
check up. 

 The crew had just started their day in the field and Worker A was moving up their loop 
wires. The worker had reached the field for work and therefore removed their helmet in 
accordance with the "Snowmobile Slow Operations Policy". They had switched over to 
their safety glasses and tied a wire onto the back of their snowmobile. They moved up to 
the next loop edge and went to untie the wire from the back of the snowmobile. As the 
worker was untying the wire, they pulled the end through the knot too vigorously and 
once it came free of the knot, the end of the wire whipped upwards and the stripped back 
pig tail managed to get under the workers safety glasses and scratch their eye. The worker 
took a minute to ensure nothing was wrong before proceeding on with the work of the 
day. The worker also reported that following the incident, they had rubbed their eye due 
to the continued discomfort. It is believed that this did not help the situation and may 
have worsened the injury. Following continued discomfort throughout the day and 
redness in their eye the next morning, the worker was instructed to go see the nurse at 
the mine. The nurse gave them an antibiotic ointment upon noticing a corneal 
abrasion and believing that there was still something in the eye. The worker was told not 
to go into the field but was put on light duties in camp. On the next available flight south, 
the worker flew down to get an examination at the hospital. The examination revealed no 
foreign objects in the eye and the worker was instructed that they should remain on light 
duties for a few days, return for a check-up and then could proceed with regular work 
duties 

 A worker fell down with a snowmobile and injured his rib. He was driving near of a ditch 
until he suddenly hit with a rock and snowmobile fell down. The rock was under snow and 
because of this, he didn't notice it. The worker "flew" to the bottom of the ditch. 
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 Employee was moving loop wire across a lake with a snowmobile. That week, weather 
was very cold in the -30 to -40 Celsius range. Employee was wearing proper PPE of a 
snowmobile helmet with a thin balaclava underneath. Although the employee did not 
notice any discomfort at the time or at the end of the day, two days later they noticed 
their skin peeling due to wind burn in locations that corresponded to vents on the helmet. 

 A hit from a twig to the eye while trying to release a stacked snowmobile. 
 Snowmobile tracks are slushy after being gone over many times; the ice sometime freezes 

overnight into a thin layer. A ski of a snowmobile can break through the ice and catch, 
pitching the snowmobile forward and launching the driver. 

 While carrying out normal quad bike operations on a moving loop survey an operator has 
run over a stick which has protruded through some rubber guarding on the quad bike and 
has caused a penetration injury to his left lower leg. 

 Soft snow going up a small slope, rock buried just underneath the snow, clipped with a ski, 
caused minor damage to skidoo, slightly bending back the steering module. Visibility was 
obstructed by ice build-up on goggles. 

 During the morning drive out to the survival shack, the snowmobile lent out to us by client 
had sudden, unexpected problems with the throttle, and the driver had to hit the kill 
switch. The momentum caused the driver to lose his grip, which resulted in a fall onto his 
shoulder. The situation was subsequently assessed by the rider and his supervisor, after 
which the rider arose with no immediate pain and continued on with the day. 

 Worker was pulling wire on snowmobile over rough terrain. snowmobile bogged down, 
and worker attempted to assist snowmobile by pushing with one leg. Their foot got 
caught in the track assembly. Work was halted and first aid administered. 

 

There were 13 incidents involving light vehicles, nine with snowmobiles and three with ATVs. One 
hundred and seven lost hours were accumulated. 

These vehicles are clearly useful in rough and slippery terrain and there is evidence from the reports 
that there are standard operating procedures to reduce risk. It is clear however that handling these 
vehicles in rough terrain requires skill and acute awareness of risks caused by the terrain. Six 
incidents cited misjudgement of risk as a contributing factor. Six described loss of control.  

Light vehicles provide little protection to the rider in the event of loss of control or when objects 
such as rocks and sticks strike the rider or upset the vehicle. There is a potential for serious injury. 

The development of a code of practice for use of these vehicles when used for surveying  

 may raise awareness of the level of potential risk of injury,  
 document training needed and explore the fitting of protection on the ends of 

handlebars to avoid severe hand injuries  
 and modification to provide connection points for survey lines. 
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Handling of survey lines 
Incident description 

 During a DHEM underground survey a probe became snagged within the hole which made 
the winch pull sideways causing some damage to the winch casing. 

 Employee was attempting to assist drillers in troubleshooting power supply issues with 
the driller's generator to be able to use it for auxiliary survey power. Generator had been 
field modified by drillers and incorrectly wired. Due to this, and wet ground 
conditions/wet PPE, employee experienced a minor electrical shock while plugging in an 
extension cord. Employee decided not to use the driller's generator and reported the 
malfunction to the drilling company. 

 Worker A- Snow covered boulders caused the worker to slip between two rocks and bang 
their knee on another rock while pulling the loop wires into place. No follow up with 
nurse or first aid required. No Injuries. 

 The crew was unloading a spool from the winder to avoid lifting the two together which 
may cause heavy lifting injury - One crew member held the winder while the other pulled 
the spool off of the axle. - Spool got caught on the end of the axle - Worker tried to lift 
and rotate spool off of the axle from a grounded position - Spool came off the axle while 
still rotating - Workers hand rotated under falling spool and was pinched by the edge of 
the spool - Worker reacted - pulling hand away from spool (they were not pinned under 
the spool) and removed glove to see injury. 

 Crew was conducting IP survey. Field assistant was performing the task of installing the 
transmitter electrodes. FA confirmed he was standing clear 2 times as per procedure 
(double confirmation). Electricity was applied to the electrode. Current/signal was too low 
to record accurate data. Receiver operator called for power to be turned off and asked for 
an additional electrode to be installed minimum of 5 meters from the original. 
FA commenced installation of new electrode 6 meters away. The RO has asked for the 
power to be turned on to the primary electrode while FA was installing secondary 
electrode. FA confirmed he was standing clear 2 times as per procedure (double 
confirmation) and power was subsequently turned on. RO requested to be informed 
“when the electrode had been completed.” 
 FA has attempted connection of the new electrode to the live wire and received a shock.  
The FA informed all over radio that he had received a minor shock. All work ceased for 
incident reporting and investigation. FA taken to hospital for examination. Medical staff 
cleared FA of any major injury. Fit to continue work as normal. 

 The crew had just started their day in the field and Worker A was moving up their loop 
wires. The worker had reached the field for work and therefore removed their helmet in 
accordance with Discovery's "Snowmobile - Slow Operations Policy". They had switched 
over to their safety glasses and tied a wire onto the back of their snowmobile. They 
moved up to the next loop edge and went to untie the wire from the back of the 
snowmobile. As the worker was untying the wire, they pulled the end through the knot 
too vigorously and once it came free of the knot, the end of the wire whipped upwards 
and the stripped back pig tail managed to get under the worker’s safety glasses and 
scratch their eye. The worker took a minute to ensure nothing was wrong before 
proceeding on with the work of the day. The worker also reported that following the 
incident, they had rubbed their eye due to the continued discomfort. It is believed that 
this did not help the situation and may have worsened the injury. Following continued 
discomfort throughout the day and redness in their eye the next morning, the worker was 
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instructed to go see the nurse at the mine. The nurse gave them an antibiotic ointment 
upon noticing a corneal abrasion and believing that there was still something in the eye. 
The worker was told not to go into the field but was put on light duties in camp. On the 
next available flight south, the worker flew down to get an examination at the hospital. 
The examination revealed no foreign objects in the eye and the worker was instructed 
that they should remain on light duties for a few days, return for a check-up and then 
could proceed with regular work duties 

 The field crew was laying down the loop and loop went over the snow mobile track. The 
cable was in the air while other worker was pulling the cable from the reel. The cable reel 
was on the ground behind the snow mobile track. At the same time a snow mobile 
(outsider) was coming to this position along the snow mobile track. The driver noticed the 
cable and stopped. 

 Employee was moving loop wire across a lake with a snowmobile. That week, weather 
was very cold in the -30 to -40 Celsius range. Employee was wearing proper PPE of a 
snowmobile helmet with a thin balaclava underneath. Although the employee did not 
notice any discomfort at the time or at the end of the day, two days later they noticed 
their skin peeling due to wind burn in locations that corresponded to vents on the helmet. 

 While breaking in trail for the loops an employee came across a wolf on the path ahead. 
There were moose tracks that he was following. Immediate radio communication to all 
team members to be on the lookout for wildlife. Confirmation that every team member 
has working radios and some form of protection, and the crew moved to a different 
section of the survey to allow the wolf to clear the area safely. 

 While winding wire with electric power winder, finger was crushed between the wire reel 
and inside of LV tray. 

 Operator's foot slipped over loose rock and caused harm to lower back whilst walking 
along an IP line on uneven ground. Injury not reported and did not heal over time. The 
operator was swapped out of the crew after visit to the doctor during crew break. 

 A worker was trying to recover a 50-meter survey cable run stretching down a steep 
slope. The worker loses footing and increases speed, losing overall control, falling on the 
road. 

 Worker was pulling wire on snowmobile over rough terrain. Snowmobile bogged down, 
and worker attempted to assist snowmobile by pushing with one leg. Their foot got 
caught in the track assembly. Work was halted and first aid administered. 

 The operator required the generator at the drill to be powered on for electricity, so they 
asked the drillers to power on the generator. Unknown to the drillers and operator, the 
pump for the water tank was plugged in and the hose was sticking out of the water, 
upwards. As soon as the powered was on, water began shooting up inside the rig. There 
was the potential for the operator to get wet at the very start of their overnight shift and 
the potential for electrical hazards should the power bars have gotten wet. Luckily, 
nothing electrical got wet and neither did the operator. 

 

 

 

Fourteen incidents described issues with the handling of survey lines and associated equipment 
resulting in the loss of 124 person hours. The industry is aware of the risk of electrical shock related 
to activated survey lines. There were three incidents where high voltage was a contributing factor to 
the injury.  
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Other risks identified were: 

 Water or wet gloves in proximity of survey lines reducing insulation should a line be 
powered up 

 Snagging of line or probe creating entrapment hazard. 
 Entrapment of hands and fingers in and around line spools 
 Possible eye injuries from a whipping end of a line 
 Possibility of serious injury if a line being towed into place entraps a limb of a worker 
 Possible lack of properly designed tow points on vehicles used for towing lines  

It appears timely to develop a safety share around the handling of survey lines, the design of 
spooling equipment and the management of snagged lines. 
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TRENDS OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS 
Exposure 
 

Trends in exposure 

 

Over the period of reporting the number of companies has remain stable, small companies have 
ceased reporting or no longer operate, and larger companies have joined. There has been a shift in 
the mix of countries and the companies reporting in later years from outside of Australia tend to 
have bases closer to the surveying areas and therefore show fewer mobilisation hours. 

Incident Trends 
The number of incidents (67) reported is higher this year. 

Incidents by operational phase 

 

2016 2017 2018

Survey hours 305528 409334 424127

 Mobilisation hours 45380 58262 61420
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Mobilisation incident rates have risen while surveying rate have remained static. 

 

 

 

Type of incidents by operational phase 
Identified risk rates have decreased over the three years. It is apparent that only some members 
consider identified risks as worth reporting and there has been a trend away from using this 
category which has coincided with the introduction of more detailed incident descriptions in the 
system. Many international and insurance-based systems do not collect this category, but GGSSA 
has chosen to do so as it is an indicator of organisational awareness of risk without the occurrence 
of an event reportable by mainstream systems. 

Other notable features are  

 Falling rates during mobilisation 
 Steady but variable rates during surveying 
 Variable rates in occurrence of harm rates in mobilisation 
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DETAILED MEMBER DATA 

Company comparisons 
This section allows each company to see their rate compared to the rate for all contributors in each 
of the last three years. The last four digits of your ID code is used to protect your privacy 

The rate ratio compares your company rate with the average across all companies. For example a 
rate ratio of 1.4 for company identifier means that you submitted 40 percent more incidents than the 
average company.  Red colouration means that the figure was above average and green that it was 
below average.  

Identified risk data reflects how often your company reported this category. It is clear that there is 
great variation in the use of this category and that many companies focus on incidents that are 
included in international WHS collections. This system will have greater sensitivity if identified risks 
without an event are reported by all members.  

 

 Rate ratio   

 2016 2017 2018 
4zj4    
 Company identifier 1.4 0.9  
 Identified risk 1.9 0.0  
 Near miss 1.9 0.0  
 Occurrence of damage or harm 2.4 4.0  
 Injury to person or persons 1.5 0.0  
 Number of persons injured 0.0 0.0  
8sL1    
 Company identifier 0.8 2.8 2.6 
 Identified risk 0.7 0.0 0.9 
 Near miss 0.7 5.2 2.8 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 0.4 1.7 0.9 
 Injury to person or persons 0.8 2.7 2.6 
 Number of persons injured 0.0 1.7 2.0 
C1l3    
 Company identifier 10.0 3.6 1.6 
 Identified risk 7.7 13.9 5.4 
 Near miss 5.8 3.6 1.5 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 4.9 4.2 3.3 
 Injury to person or persons 10.4 1.9 1.3 
 Number of persons injured 0.0 2.4 1.2 
GtE6    
 Company identifier 1.4 0.0 0.2 
 Identified risk 1.9 0.0 0.0 
 Near miss 1.9 0.0 0.5 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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 Injury to person or persons 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 Number of persons injured 0.0 0.0 0.0 
hoG5    
 Company identifier 3.7 0.5 1.3 
 Identified risk 4.0 0.0 0.0 
 Near miss 3.0 0.0 0.7 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 3.8 2.4 3.2 
 Injury to person or persons 3.9 0.0 0.9 
 Number of persons injured 2.7 0.0 2.7 
L4R6    
 Company identifier  2.6 0.0 
 Identified risk  16.0 0.0 
 Near miss  0.0 0.0 
 Occurrence of damage or harm  0.0 0.0 
 Injury to person or persons  0.0 0.0 
 Number of persons injured  0.0 0.0 
vE19    
 Company identifier 2.1 1.7 1.8 
 Identified risk 1.1 2.1 1.2 
 Near miss 1.7 1.4 0.5 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 2.1 1.6 4.8 
 Injury to person or persons 2.1 1.4 2.1 
 Number of persons injured 3.0 1.9 2.0 
vVT0    
 Company identifier 6.0 0.8  
 Identified risk 8.1 0.0  
 Near miss 8.1 0.0  
 Occurrence of damage or harm 10.2 0.0  
 Injury to person or persons 6.3 1.7  
 Number of persons injured 11.0 1.5  
8kg3    
 Company identifier 0.1 0.1 0.0 
 Identified risk 0.2 0.0 0.0 
 Near miss 0.2 0.0 0.0 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 0.2 0.0 0.0 
 Injury to person or persons 0.1 0.1 0.0 
 Number of persons injured 0.2 0.1 0.0 
uju0    
 Company identifier 1.4   
 Identified risk 1.3   
 Near miss 1.3   
 Occurrence of damage or harm 1.6   
 Injury to person or persons 1.5   
 Number of persons injured 3.5   
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ZzY2    
 Company identifier 2.3 4.4 2.0 
 Identified risk 2.6 0.0 3.3 
 Near miss 2.9 2.9 3.2 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 2.3 5.2 1.1 
 Injury to person or persons 2.4 6.1 1.3 
 Number of persons injured 2.1 6.0 1.5 
5Mv9    
 Company identifier 0.3 0.3 0.1 
 Identified risk 0.5 0.0 0.0 
 Near miss 0.5 0.4 0.0 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 0.6 0.0 0.0 
 Injury to person or persons 0.4 0.4 0.4 
 Number of persons injured 1.2 0.4 0.4 
b6M6    
 Company identifier 0.3 0.6 0.5 
 Identified risk 0.3 0.9 0.6 
 Near miss 0.4 0.6 0.3 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 0.3 1.4 0.0 
 Injury to person or persons 0.2 0.3 1.0 
 Number of persons injured 0.3 1.1 0.9 
SDU1    
 Company identifier  1.7 1.8 
 Identified risk  0.0 0.0 
 Near miss  0.0 1.9 
 Occurrence of damage or harm  0.0 0.0 
 Injury to person or persons  3.4 2.5 
 Number of persons injured  3.0 1.8 
oxd2    
 Company identifier 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 Identified risk 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 Near miss 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 Occurrence of damage or harm 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 Injury to person or persons 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 Number of persons injured 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

 


